
Voice of the Customer: 
It’s Time for a Global 
Customer Experience 
Wakeup Call

For more information and to download the full 
research study results, visit: www.sdl.com/cx-wakeup

The good is expected, but the bad goes viral

couldn’t remember 
a single success

17% of failures happen at first engagement

6% of repeat customers experience major failures

1 in 5 failures  
happen pre-purchase

1 in 3 failures happen 
post-sale

55%

17%

No stage of the journey is immune to failure 

of customers try to 
resolve the issue with 
the brand

Of those 
that stick 
around, 59% 
will be less 
loyal

But if that fails,  

only 1 in 5 consider coming back

The cost of 
getting it wrong  
Brands can expect a 
65% drop in spend the 
year after the customer 
experiences a fail
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Customer service is featured in  
3 of the top 4 reasons behind a 

great customer experience

But when things go right, 
technology takes more of  

the credit

When things go wrong, people are 
blamed 53% of the time

2 out of 3 stop 
recommending the 
brand, or worse!

turn negative

start looking at competitors

30%66%

The top failures are service and process related

...but they don’t always know what they want 

How customers react to failure

What customers really, really want

Despite failures, customers want to make it work...

59%

82%

1  An apology

2  Admission of failure

3  Money back on 
THIS purchase

The UK and Australia are most 
likely to speak out using word 

of mouth and social media. 
Consumers with larger social 

networks will broadcast 
failures more often – and 

more aggressively

Three top tips for enabling a great CX:

Minimize the biggest areas 
for failure

Response times 

Poorly trained staff

Unempowered customer reps

Wrong information 

Partner 
with your 
customers 

on 
resolution 
Don’t throw 
in the towel!

Leverage 
technology to 

optimize for CX 
success

Audit your systems 

Ensure technology 
and people are 

working together

When customer experience goes wrong, what’s the impact on 
your brand and what does it take to win customers back?

We investigated the perceptions and behaviors of 2,784 consumers across 
nine countries and three generations to bring you fresh insights that should 
be a wakeup call for every brand.

6%

35% 
experienced poor 

response times

31% 
said an employee was not 

empowered to help

30% 
said the employee was 

poorly trained

29% 
received inaccurate or 
conflicting information

65%

1 2 3

30%
say they want to see 
change after a bad 

experience

19%
say they want 
discounts on 

future purchases

But it only really 
mattered to 8%

Yet only 9% admit it 
actually works

Putting failures in perspective: 1 in 4 “horrible” CX failures cost the 
customer just $20 and took less than an hour to fix

more than

50%
want

12%

experienced their worst CX failure in 
the last 2 years76%

8%
9%

Get the experience right the first time


